
	  
From:	  Tiffany	  Anderson	  <tiffanykayanderson@yahoo.com>	  
Date:	  Tuesday,	  March	  1,	  2011	  at	  1:07	  AM	  
To:	  <trudyreed@hotmail.com>	  
Subject:	  1	  am	  I	  can't	  sleep	  
	  
Trudy, 
 
Do I have the right to know if Deanna Hopkins and 
Norm Hopkins were interviewed? I am wondering if 
they traded information with John Stroh to get Deanna 
promoted. I also am wondering if they were interviewed 
if they confirmed my accusations. If they did not tell 
the truth I have witnesses that can disprove their 
testimony. My other thought was maybe if they were 
interviewed they told John what was said in the 
interviews. Deanna Hopkins was not the best 
candidate or the most qualified. I am looking at a few 
legal recourses to change that decision. I need to do 
some research. I will also put something together 
about this matter to the GJ. ASAP.  
 
The lab position I mentioned is not going to be 
replaced. Bummer for me. Three hostile girls in the 
bathroom. One who will be my assistant supervisor. 
John Stroh rewards bad behavior. 
 
As far as knowing who the witnesses interviewed were 
I'm pretty sure the answer is No I do not get to know. I 
just have to ask, and would like consideration to the 
above mentioned when the next document comes in. 
 
Sounded like today you were in the process of writing 
the report. If you have not interviewed Scott Andreas 



298-7934 please do. He has up to date confirmation of 
pertinent information that double standards and 
favoritism still exist. Today he talked about writing 
Janine up after watching her talk on her phone for 20 
minutes while our crew was working. He can confirm 
that even after being reprimanded on her evaluation 
for being late the last 6 mo cycle, a month ago she still 
comes in late. Even the day after she received it as 
current as yesterday. Management is going to move 
him because he has been influential in supporting 
reprimands to Janine when everyone else just lets her 
get by on double standards. Deanna is Janine's friend 
so now she can skate by and I will be subjected to 
blackballing and female harassment. 
 
Xxxxxxx  would like to be interviewed. He is an 
upstanding man who can confirm my allegations if this 
are still necessary. 
 
I don't know what you can do but I can at least ask. 
 
Thanks, 
Tiffany 
	  


